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Ti SPRING STYLES IN FURNITURE.-I. 

L . IiS HE characteristic features of furniture for the 
7 coming season, are based upon the still 

fashionable Preneh and English eighteenth 

century styles, with a special leaning to 

*wards the Empire style. While much of the 
furniture produced may be correctly desig 
nated as belonging to this or that style, of 

i.<- ' ( which it is more or less a reproduction, yet 

* *^g y outside of same, there is a great variety of 
ornamental economic furniture, which can 

be classed- as belonging to no style in particular but which is a 
^ modern outcome of a lkno*ledge of what -is pleasing, as well as 
usefual, in the styles referred to. Ease of movement and care 

t- -fu-lly studied details produce artistic results, equally attractive 
g. to those. who 'demand beauty as well as those whd are chiefly 

coneerned with. utility. 
- -We describe and illustrate some of the latest conceptions of 

a, few of the leading American furniture manufacturers, and in 

-our next issue will refer to the work done by other firms not 
ineluded in our present review. 

r 
M. F. & F. E. SCERCNKRISEN. 

T HE new line of parlor suites exhibited by the above firm, 
while not following the lines of any individualized styles, 
are -at the same time an expression of the true feeling for 

the beautiful and artistic, and,ap A propf thit there are no 

laws of interior decoration other than those of good taste, 
which must be intuitive to be appreciated. It is not necessary 
for a piece of furniture to be either in the Louis XV., LQuis 

XVI., Sheraton or Chippeindale style to be beautiful. (Given a 
well treated design exhibiting faultless grace of line and beauty 
of Mi,ish, and the ordinary man or woman will be as well pleased 

with their furnishings as-though the articles were made in the 
ultra Japanese or Rococd styles. The productions of Messrs; 

M. F. & F. E. Schrenkeisen, which. include hall stands and 
chairs, odd and fancy chairs, divans and ottomans, onyx: t-ables 
and pedestals, corner and side cabinets, music and hanging cabi 
nets, marquetry novelties, screens, easels,-piano stools and- chairs, 
lounges and couches, library furniture and fancy floor rockers 
are all characterized by a special study of the line, of beaiity in 
their framework, together with a knowledge of styles and a h 

mony of color, so as to enable a customer to appropriately 
select the furnishings for an ordinary suite of rooms, so as to 
obtain an appropriate harmony. These articles are produce4 in 
solid gilt, tulip wood, rosewood, satinwood and bird's eye.maple.i A 
great number of their parlor suites are of the, overstuffed 
variety,- the upholstery being in silk -brocades of the softest 

colorings. Their gilt pieces have the gold burnished on 
whiting, with the same care and workmanship that ig bestowed 
on pieture- framnes, and they are showing some magnificently 
carved drawing-room divans, chairs and tables in burnished 
gold, the tops of the tables in most cases being of Mexican onyx. 

This firm is eharacterized equally by the exercise of good 
taste and keen judgment as to the wants of the trade in 
general; hence their goods bre not only intrinsically an;d 
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CONVERSATioN CEHAR. BY M. F. & F. E. SCEozxszx. 
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artistically fine, but are. at the same time extremely salable. 
The manufacturer who goes ahead of the popular taste for the 
timie being will find himself in as bad a fix as he who lags 
behind in the race, and to harmonize one's products to the 
demand of the hour requires greater ability on the part of the 

manufacturer than to produce correct reproductions of bygone 
styles. The superior excellence of the line made by this concern 

ROMAN CHSuR. Mv. F. &; F. E. ScHRENKziszz;. 

is, to a degree, indicated by the illustrations herewvith presented' 

The conversation chair, as will be observed, is remarkable for 

its elegant outlines and fine ornamentation. The other chairs 

indicate that the firml have effectually supplied the wants of the 

trade by the luxurious elegance of the patterns presented, which 

are produced at moderate cost. During the past season their 
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ROnD CHAnt. BYt. F. & F. E. SCHRENXEISEN. 

lis, tofa dgree, indcatd beyon thei illustrations herewthe pireseted 

itnSdelgntl outlines aonvd fieornamentatif eaon. Theoher chirs 

tadewbysadmnfo thelxriu elegiancbolte pndatternspreseinted whichds 

and the novelties produced by them for the present season are 
certain to have aU successful run. 

Messrs. M. F. & F. E. Schrenkeisen will not exhibit at the 
Exposition, but will show dealers their line of goods at their 
warerooms, located at 49 to 51 Elizabeth St., New York City. 

HAYDEN & CROUCH. 

NE would naturally suppose that art and cane seated 
chairs could 'have little or nothing in common, and such 
would be the case if the old-fashioned cane chair were 

not a thing of the past and nothing left of its former stiffness 
save the name. It is hard to realize that the modern, quaint, 
pretty patterns could ever have been related to the severely 
plain looking objects, placed squarely back against the wall 
with most imposing exactness. 

Less ancient is the plain, round back dining-chair, which 
certainly could never be accused of any very large amount of 
attractiveness. 

OAK ROCKER. BY HAYDEN & CROUCH. 

It was the writer's good fortune to recently visit the firm of 
Hayden & Crouch, of Rochester, New York, and inspect a large 
number of designs in these chairs, some of which are wonder 
fully unique. 

For some time past oak has been by far the most popular 
wood, not only in furniture but also in interior woodwork, and 
the way in which it is worked up adds to its impressiveness. 

Many patterns are made in oak and others in mahogany. 
A- rather low chair, the back of which was finely carved, 

was showna us. The caning was noticeable as being unusually 
fine. Standing on four most slender legs, it was as dainty a 
piece of furniture as one could wish to possess. 

Others, instead of the carved back, were ornamented with 
inlaid woods of different kinds; and still others were inlaid 

wvith mother-of*pearl, forming, as may be imagined, very unique 
effects. There are striking examples of chairs in "Empire" 
style, whose brass trimmings are most effectively set off by the 
dark but highly polished mahogany. 

II' 
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White and curled maple also make very pretty chairs. The 
shading in the curled wood is very peculiar; seen in certain 
lights the wood looks as if it were actually folded, making its 
name most fitting. 

Perhaps one of the daintiest patterns shown us was in white 
mahogany, in the Chippendale style. The chair has a caned 
oval back, with just a suggestion of carving. The caning in the 
back is something new, making it noticeable among the others. 

The white and gold chairs and rockers of this firm are 
objects of art. White and gold, always a -pleasing combination, 
are most advantageously used by the designer and very artistic 
effects are produced. 

We illustrate one of their latest designs, a rocker in oak' 
characterized by elegance of line and solidity of construction. 

Samples of these goods are sent by the firm to the Furni 
ture Exchange at Grand Rapids, Mich., which is held during 
the months of January and July. 

M. & H. SCHRENKEISEN. 

THE progressive manufacturer of American furniture is greatly 
exercised in the solution of the problem of how to avoid 
the production of ela'borate, ornate, fanciful, and necessar 

ily, very expensive furniture on the one hand, and yet avoid 
the tawdry, badly made, and still more badly finished cheap 
furniture on the other. These two extremes are the Scylla and 

Charybdis of the manufacturing trade. But between them is a 
field wherein a great variation in the arrangement of form and 
ornament may exist in economic furniture in the prevailing 
style. In making Bne furniture for a house the demands of 
utility are to a certain extent restrictive, yet the designs in 

A Lo. XIARCHI.BM. & . SCRNESN 

such furniture need not always be based upon the usual stereo 
typed lines. As long as a piece of furniture comes well within 
the prescribed limits of utility, it can be interrupted or broken 
up in any manner that will give artistic results. Such furniture 
as we refer to is naturally that in which the dealers are most 
interested, and it is almost unnecessaryr for Us to mention that 

if there is one firm more than another which makes a specialty 
of goods of this description, it is that of M. & H. Schrenkeisen, 
whose warerooms are located at 29 Elizabeth St., New York city. 
This firm are manufacturers of parlor, hall and library fur 
niture, and their new line of goods produced for the present 
season is the largest, finest and most popular priced line ever 
produced by this house. They manufacture parlor suites exhib 

=. ~~~~~R. 

A Louis IV. ARM CaiR. BY M. & H. SCHRENKEISEN. 

iting very artistic diversifications of French furniture, repro 
ductions of which, it is not necessary to say, constitute the pre 
vailing fashion. These suites are reproductions in both gold and 
rich mahogany, exhibiting carefully studied details; the gilt 
effect is charming, burnished lines here and there being thrown 
against a dead background, bringing out form and contour with 
fine emphasis. There are highbacked arm-chairs, covered in rich 
tapestry, which are stately and elegant pi-eces of furniture, as 

will be seen from the illustration of one of their latest patterns, 
the lines of which betray the influence of the Louis XIV. style. 

We also illustrate an odd chair in the Louis XVI. style, with 

painted tapestry panel in back, the proportions of which are 
very artistic. 

It is the wedding of American work to Parisian ideas that 
has made M. & H. Schrenkeisen's work so popular. There are 
also reproductions of Greek and Romanl settees, the woodwork 
of which is covered with gold. Several tables, and a piano chair 
are included in their new gold work. All the various suites 
and odd pieces in gilt are duplicated in rich mahogany. Their 
gilt department also includes cabinets, easels, screens, china 
closets, pedestals, tables, etc., all the pieces showing exquisitely 
beautiful burnished effects. 

There is also a boundless variety of overstuffed work. Their 
newv Turkish suites exhibit original upholstery treatment, and 
all are perfect ideals of comfortable and luxurious repose. 
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Hall stands and racks complete the line. Their hat racks 
are fundamentally solid in eonstruction, and enriched with fine 
carvings, and are types of the strong and rational hat racks of 
the present day, as compared with their predecessors, the first 
hat racks made, which were flat and tottering -objects. Many 
of the designs have candelabra, with brass rings, hat hooks, and 
umbrella guard. They are thoroughly useful pieces of furniture, 
and their solidity and stability renders them most substantial. 

A. CUTLER & SON. 

Messrs. A. Cutler & Son manufacture a fine line of designs in 
desks and office furniture, including office tables, revolving chairs 

and copying presses. The artistic construction and extraordinary 
utility of the 

desks and office furniture keep pace with the ever increasing 
demands of commercial life. There are a great many patented 

conveniences that belong exclusively to the Cutler desks, such 
as the sliding pigeon hole front, revolving ink stand, revolving 
rack for stationery, book rack, letter file, hanging wastepaper 
receptacle, and automatic blotting pad. They are of the great 
est use in keeping miseellaneons papers and correspondence of 

every description, in perfect order with the smallest amount of 
trouble, and are really a desk and cabinet in one. 

The office chairs are made like the desks, in either oak or 

mahogany, and are upholstered in leather, and are equally 
desirable for office, library and private use. 

We give herewith a reproduction of the finest desk they 
have ever made, which has just been completed for President 
Diaz of Mexico. The desk is made of white quartered oak of 
selected wood, full of figure, and of natural finish, the writing 
bed and pigeon hole case being of white mahogany. It is lav 
ishly decorated with hand-carving, and the monogram is of 
solid silver and gold, an artistic piece of work in itself, and is 
placed on a carved keystone in the center of the desk. Messrs. 

Catler & Son are making several of these desks for different 
notabilities, and, as the sketch indicates, it is one of the hand 
somest desks ever made. 

Messrs. Cutler & Son also manufacture a very fine line of 
bedroom furniture in white mahogany and maple, consisting of 
double or single beds, dressing tables, chiffoniers, shaving 
stands, together with some handsome designs in work tables and 
occasional tables. 

C. A. AIMoNE & BRO. 

ESSRS. C. A. AIMONE & BRO. are well known in the 
M trade as manufacturers of maple furniture in the bamboo 

style, which includes chamber suits, chiffoniers, chairs, 
settees and pedestals. For some seasons past they have added 
to their specialty a line of fine antique goods, inlaid with col 
ored marquetry, consisting of richly inlaid bedroom suites and in 

DESK HADE FOR THE PRESIDENT OF MEXICO BY A. CUTLER & SON, BUFFALO, N. Y. 
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laid chairs and tables after antique English and French models. 
They also produce richly ornamented bedroom suites in the 
Empire style in mahogany enriched with gilt brass mnount 
ings, the extreme beauty of which is made apparent by the 
accompanying illustration of a finely designed dressing table. 

The well furnished sleeping apartment of to-day is scarcely 
less elegant and attractive in appearance than the drawing room. 

EMPIRE DRE9SING TABLE. BY C. A. AIMONE & BRO. 

The modern dressing table meets all the requirements of the 
toilet; in the reproduction of the antique styles novelty of line 
is achieved without the introduction of unnecessary details., 

The character of the work pro4duced by C. A. Aimone & Bro. 
in their mahogany goods is surprisingly original and remark 
able. Their mahogany rockers are at once luxurious, artistic 
and substantial, and the finish is something wonderful. Their 
inlaid flap tables have Renaissance designs in marquetry, which 

make the tables extremely decorative. 
Messrs. C. A. Aimone & Bros. office and factory are located at 

No. 177 Prince St., New York city. 

PUTNAM & CO. 

NE-THIRD of the life of the majority of people is spent in 

rest, hence it is most important that beds and bedding 
should be absolutely free from all impurities. Dealers and 

customers should take the greatest precautions in buying bedding 
goods which can be recommended and guaranteed with every 
degree of confidence, from those who have the reputation for 
absolute reliability. The bedding material of Messrs. Putnam 
& Co., of 326 Congress St., Boston, Mass., whether the material 
be wool or hair, is chemically prepared by the most important 
antiseptic processes, which prevents mildew and moth, and 
preserves the mattress perfectly pure and sweet whilst actually 
improving the character of the muaterial employed. 

Their factory is without doubt the largest of its kind in the 
States, and thrift and enterprise are visible at every turn. Their 
main building is 6 stories in height, the first floor being used 
for office purposes, and as a show room for their immense line 
of brass and iron bedsteads. All above this floor is devoted to 
the manufacture of beds and mattresses, pillows, and all kinds 
of down goods, and contains every invention to facilitate their 
production. They manufacture thousands upon thousands of 
metallic bedsteads, and the enormous trade and the activity and 
enterprise exhibited, shows that the furniture trade has learned 
that, in its 4{ years of successful business experience, no firm in 
its line deals better or more honestly with its customers than 

the Boston firm of Putnam & Company, who have a fine exhibit 
of their goods at the Furniture Manufacturers' Exposition in 
this city. 

CLARK, THOMAS & CO. 

O NE of the finest lines in the exhibition in ladies' desks, 
chiffoniers, wardrobes, library cases, cylinder secretaries, 
roll-top office desks and chamber suites, in mahogany and 

oak, is exhibited by Messrs. Clark, Thomas & Co. of Passiunc 
Ave. and 23rd St., Philadelphia, Pa. The various articles, while 
in medium grades, are characterized by grace of design and 
beauty of finish, as may be seen by the ligbt, nicely proportioned 
ladies' desk herewith presented, and are the best value for the 

money ever presented. The enrichment of these desks by means 
of delicate carving and ornamental work perfects their artistic 

.~ ~ ~~~7 - --- - 
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LADIES' DxRK. BY CLARaK, THOMAS & Co. 

appearance, and makes these articles extremely desirable, both 
from the standpoint of dealer and customer. This firm are the 

manufacturers of reliable goods for over twenty-five years. 

LEWIS-PORTER CABINET CO. 

T HE Lewis-Porter Cabinet Co. of Indianapolis are exhibiting 
at the Exposition a magnificent line of Colonial, Chippen 
dale, Louis XV. and Empire and Renaissance sideboards, 

buffets, ladies toilet tables, parlor and ladies desks, chiffoniers 
and bookcases, each a perfect reproduction of the style in which 
it is made, and offered to the trade at a moderate price. 

Ladies have a penchant for pretty writing tables, and take 
a special delight in anything novel and effective in this much 
cherished article of furniture, and the many new patterns exhibited 
by Mr. Porter are specially adapted to feminine taste, for, while 
they are practical and convenient, they are also ornamental and 
unique and lend themselves to the display to those thousand 
little oddments of bric-a-brac and portraiture with which the 

modern tasteful housewife invariably decorates her writing 
table. Many of their sideboards and buffets have china closets, 
tables and chairs to match. Mr. S. P. Porter, who is in charge 
of the exhibit, reports that the firm are feeling their way in 
the direction of the ever beautiful Italian RenaissancJe style, 
and have created some fine examples of buffets and sideboards 
in this style. Their goods are characterized by workmanshzip 
that could not have been excelled by the old masters them 
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selves, and are offered for the inspection of those who want 
something in these particular lines. 

In their Empire goods decorative metal work is used with 
magnificent effect, mouldings, drawer handles and pillar enrich 
ments being characteristic of the style. We illustrate two new 
designs of modern Louis XV. buffets, which exhibit a happy 
combination of the sideboard and dinner wagon, without in the 
least reducing the normal accommodation of either. We advo 

Louis XV. BUFrET. BY THE LEWIS-PORTER CABEET CO. 

cate the more frequent and extensive employment of metal 
work in furnishing of dining-rooms, in addition to the use of 
handle fittings, and the metallic enrichments of the piece of 
furniture in question produces most satisfactory results. 

Mr. Porter is very successful in producing darkened mahog 
any, or rosewood furniture, in the favorite old English styles. 

Whether he takes up Chippendale, Heppelwhite, or Sheraton, 
he produees graceful and useful articles, and while he retains 
the French feeling, he also imparts to them a Western influence 

which is very improving. Several writipg tables which he has 
on exhibition illustrate this idea. it is the wedding of 
American work to artistic ideas which 
has made this section of Mr. Porter's 
work so popular. 

B. FITCH & CO. 

FOR a sound article at a low price 
this firm is not easily beaten. They 

manufacture a line of novelties in 
the line of parlor and library divans or 
couches, which are famous in the trade. 
The "Plaza" library couch consists of 
a square box with an upholstered lid, 

which is a mattress couch, upholstered 
in pure hair, with tempered springs, 
and covered with strong ticking. This 
couch, when covered with a rug, makes 
a very artistic piece of furniture. It is 
a very luxurious addition to the ap 
pointments of a room, and can be made 
to fit any corner or nook, according to 

measurements. Their "B r u n s w i c k" 
couch is not made to open as is the 
"Plaza "7 and has less work on it, which 
reduces the price, but it is made in the 
same first-class manner as the "Plaza" 
and is upholstered in pure hair. They 
import a large line of brass and iron 
bedsteads and cribs, and keep in stock 
a wide range of selected patterns finished and papered, ready for 
instant delivery. They also make mattresses and steel wire 
springs, braided wire and grasshopper springs. Increased facil 
ities, a perfect system of manufacturing, and continual ex 
perimenting, that brings with time the cheapening of all prices, 
are the principles upon which the firm conduet their business. 

Any dealer in need of a book for ready reference when 
buying goods in a hurry, cannot do better than to make appli 
cation to B. Fitch & Co. for one of their catalogues, which con 
tains a great many designs in bedsteads, and the accessories 
relating thereto. 

DERBY & KILMER DESK CO. 

THE Derby & Kilmer roll-top desks and office furniture are 
now recognized as the standard line of office furniture, the 
various articles manufactured embracing every article of 

furniture required in the office, with the exception of the office 
safe. They are continually bringing out original designs in oak, 

mahogany, cherry and quartered sycamore, as well as in white 
maple and white mahogany. Their designs, as a rule, are of 
massive build, and are characterized by hardwood writing beds, 
with or without cloth top, swing arms, which allows the best 
possible lighlt, air, and convenience to the occupant of the desk. 
The tops are uniformly low, to allow the occupant an uinob 
structed view of the office without rising from his chair. The 
drawers have movable partitions, and the roll-top is a universal 
accompaniment of each desk. There is a great number of par 
titioned spaces in the top of each desk, for letters and mem 
oranda of all kiDds. To all these conveniences there is added the 
beauty of carving, in the better class of desks, the* entire desk 
presenting an ensemble of business utility joined to artistic pro 
portions. 

No office can be properly furnished without at least one 
of the Derby low roll-top desks, such as desk No. 13 here illus 
trated, made in oak, walnut, or cherry, to harmonize with the wood 
of the office desk. In the flat top desks, the side drawers are 
locked by pushing in the centre drawer, which has a thin key 
lock, a most desirable arrangement. 

Of course desk chairs are a natural accessory of the desks 
themselves, and the upholstered, rotary and swinging chairs, 

Nos. 100 and 102, are most artistic and convenient. The other 
parts of the office outfit will consist of a typewriter roll desk, 
with swing arms, which, when not in use as a typewriter desk 
can be used as a regular roll top. This desk has eight drawers, 

with the usual accessories of an ordinary desk, and will be found 
a most convenient desk for type writing or other purposes. 
Their typewriter flat top desk is also a new idea. The mechan 
ism for rising and lowering the typewriter is simple, durable 
and effective. The machine is balanced by a weight, and it is 
only necessary to unlock the lid and push it back to raise the 
typewriter to a horizontal position ready for the operator. 

l~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1U 
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A LouIS X. BUWJ'E. BY THZ LEWIS-PORTER C)ABINET CO. 

The Derby & Kilmer Co. have lately added to their outfit 
their cashier's and bookkeeper's desk, No. 50, made in all woods, 

with cash till, book closet with roll front and spring lock, stor 
age closet with shelves and sliding panels, movable partitions in 
all the drawers, and the top roll is adapted for either a glass 
frame or wire screen, as desired. There are office tables, letter 
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press stands and ordinary offlce chairs with leather upholstered 
seats, completing their line of office goods. They have lately 
extended their line of goods to include tables, bookcases and 

- wardrobes. 
The main office and warerooms of the Derby & Kilmer Desk 

Co. are located at 93 Causeway Street, Boston, Mass., and the 
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ROLL-TOP DESK No. 13. BY TEz DERBY & K[LMER DESK CO. 

New York Branch is at 19 Beekman Street, where a complete 
* line of fine office furniture is on exhibition. 

BARNUTZ & DEIHL. 

BARNUTZ & DEIHL are manufacturers of dining chairs and 
gilt goods, and are producing for the spring trade several 
new patterns, including some new designs in French 

tables, ornamented with gilt brass. Many of their dining chairs 
are in mahogany, modelled on antique Colonial patterns, with 
a ruch seat, which is a specialty of this firm, which harmonizes 
with the design of the chair, forming most desirable and 
attractive dining-room furniture. Their dining chairs made in 
both oak-and mahogany are in leather upholstery, to which is 
added a line of easy chairs with tufted backs. Their gilt goods 
are a specialty of the firm, and include chairs, rockers, ottomans, 
divans, corner chairs, etc. These goods are in great demand, 
particularly at this season of the year, the firm having orders 
for more goods than they can possibly turn out. The firm, 
having been established for over twenty years, is well-known to 
the trade, its products being recognized as standard articles. 

HOSKINS & SEWELL. 

T HE business carried on by Messrs. Hoskins & Sewell, of Bir 
mingham, and London, England, and New York City, 
makers of the latest English, French and Italian designs 

in brass and iron bedsteads, has steadily increased and pro 
gressed since its formation, and the principles upon which the 
affairs have been conducted by these manufacturers have proven 
to be of a thoroughly progressive nature, which is the sine qua 
non of any successful undertaking in these times. 

Messrs. Hoskins & Sewell are the pioneers of brass and iron 

bedsteads, not only in this country, but all over the world, and 
their success has given them many assumed competitors, but no 
equals. Connection has already been formed everywhere and 
orders are received with as much regularity as the recurrence of 
the seasons. Metal bedsteads are recognized as the most suit 
able bedsteads for America. They are particularly adapted to 
this country for many reasons, but more especially for their 
sanitary qualities, and as regards design, the latest treatments in 
iron, brass and iron, brass, copper and brass, pearl enameling, 
silver, oxidized, sand finished, and satin finished are being con 
tinually manufactured, and the articles being made where the 
art is fully understood and labor is cheap, are remarkably 
loW in PriCe. 

Bedsteads of English manufacture are, as is well known, 
more heavily lacquered than those made in this country, which 
causes them to preserve their beauty for a much longer time. 
Hoskins & Sewell's bedsteads have also stood a test, which is 
positively impossible for the assumed American manufacturers' 
productions to stand. To show the advantage of English beds 
over the American, they are continually receiving orders for 
large quantities of bedsteads for hotels, clubs, institutions, etc., 
as rapidly as they are erected. 

It is not necessary for dealers to purchase a full line of sam 
ples, as the firm publish a beautifully lithographed catalogue 
wherein their most desirable patterns are represented in colors, 
each having its particular number, and all patterns shown are 
kept in stock, papered and ready to ship on the same day as 
ordered. The business is under the management of Mr. B. R. 
Barklow, whose thorough knowledge of the bedstead trade in 
stires all orders, no matter how extensive,' of being delivered 
promptly and in good condition. Their New York showrooms 
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BED SPECIALLY ORIGINATED By HEosKINS &SEWELL FOR THEC IMPERIAL ANID GRA'ND 
HOTECLS o NEW YORK CITY. 

are at 16 East 15th street, and their extensive warerooms are at 
14, 15 and 16 Thirteenth avenue, corner of Bank street, where 
they carry a stock of ten thousand bedsteads. 

THE WORLD'S COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION. 11. 

MACHINERY HALL. 

THE Machinery Hall is a veritable palace of mechanic arts, 
of which Peabody & Stearns of Boston are the architects, 

and is second only to the Administration Building in the 
magnificence of its appearance. It is located at the extreme 
south of the Park, and lies to the right of the Administration 

Building. It has a frontage of 846 feet, with a depth of 500 feet, 
occupying a space of 9j acres. It is larger than the Parliament 
House in Great Britain in the proportion of & to 2. The build 
ing itself is composed of three parallel naves, with glazed roofs, 
crossed by a central main transept, affording every desirable 
condition of practical convenience, with constructional divisions 
so clear, large and simple, as to counterbalance with their effect 
of harmony of noble proportion the inevitable perplexity and 
confusion of a display of miscellaneous running machinery. 

The architectural features of the exterior of the building 
comprise a series of external and internal galleries of two stories. 
These galleries naturally develop pavilions .50 feet square where 
they intersect at the corners, and they are interrupted in the 
centre of the two broad facades by main entrance pavilions, 
that shown in our illustration being the pavilion facing a cor 
responding side porch in the Palace of Agriculture, The long 
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